Window Fly Killer®

- Decorative Design -

- Effective, odorless and decorative window sticker

- Attracts and Kills Houseflies

- No sticky mess

Contains an Attractant. Proven to be Effective

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

- Imidacloprid, 1-(1-chloro-3-pyridinyl)methyl)-
  N-nitro-2-imidazolidinamine: 4.30%
  Y-b brociclaner: 0.21%
  OTHER INGREDIENTS: 95.49%
  TOTAL: 100.00%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

SEE BACK FOR FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS
Window Fly Killer

STOP: READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE
Precautionary Statements: Hazards to Humans & Domestic Animals
CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco.

FIRST AID
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Directions for Use:
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
For use on house flies. Aeroson Window Fly Killer ("Sticker") is not approved for use on other types of flies. No release of insecticides or fumes into the air. The Sticker is a decorative window Sticker treated with a bait to control house flies. It is to be placed on the inside of a window. House flies are attracted to the surface where they come in contact with the active ingredient and are killed from ingesting the active ingredient. The dead house flies do not stick to the surface. Do not allow children or pets to play with the Sticker. Place the Sticker out of reach of children. Remove the white front protective paper. Peel off the decorative window Sticker from the backing sheet. Place one Sticker per room in a window with the greatest sun exposure. For high infestations or quicker results, place a Sticker in each window within the room. Place the Sticker high on the inside of the window pane. Once applied, keep the Sticker dry. Do not wipe the Sticker! Protect the Sticker against condensation moisture. Do not use on skylights. Keep unused Sticker dry and frost free in the original packaging. Keep outer container until the last Sticker is disposed. For maximum efficacy, replace Sticker every six months.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Storage: Store in original containers in cool, dry place. Store out of reach of children.
Disposal: Securely wrap original container in several layers of newspaper and discard in trash.

upc Code: 018441-00027-5

Questions or comments?
Please call: (616) 459-4319, BAM-SMP EST.
The Tanglefoot® Company,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504 U.S.A.
www.tanglefoot.com

Stock #27
EPA Reg. No. 45452-2
EPA Est. No. 43519-GKH-001
Made in the Czech Republic

Contains: 2 Stickers with 7.5 mg active ingredient each